Abstract. We show that the moduli space of rational elliptic surfaces admitting a section is locally a complex hyperbolic variety of dimension 8. We compare its Satake-Baily-Borel compactification with a compactification obtained by means of geometric invariant theory, considered by Miranda.
Introduction
By a rational elliptic surface we mean a smooth complete complex surface that can be obtained from a pencil of cubic curves in P 2 with smooth members by successive blowing up (9 times) its base points. A more intrinsic characterization is to say that the surface is rational and admits a relatively minimal elliptic fibration possessing a section. Better yet: it is a smooth complete complex surface whose anticanonical system defines a fibration. The description as a blown-up P 2 is not canonical (in general the possible choices are in bijective correspondence with a weight lattice of an affine root system of typeÊ 8 ), but the last characterization makes it plain that the fibration is. The main goal of this paper is to investigate and describe the moduli space of these surfaces and certain compactifications thereof. By assigning to a fiber of a rational elliptic surface its Euler characteristic we find a divisor on its base curve, called the discriminant divisor. This discriminant divisor is effective and of degree 12. In general it is reduced, meaning that we have 12 singular fibers, each of which is a rational curve with a node. It is not difficult to show that in that case the discriminant divisor is a complete invariant: the projective equivalence class of the discriminant (as a 12-element subset of P 1 ) determines the surface up to isomorphism. Let us denote by M the moduli space of rational elliptic surfaces with reduced discriminant. One compactification of M was obtained by Miranda [24] by applying geometric invariant theory to the Weierstrass models of these surfaces. It gives a projective compactification of M, denoted here by M M , with an interpretation of every boundary point as corresponding to an isomorphism class of rational elliptic surfaces.
Regarding the discriminant of a rational elliptic surface as its fundamental invariant leads to an altogether different compactification of M. Let D 12 denote the space of SL(2)-orbits in the configuration space of 12-element subsets of P 1 . A projective compactification D a 2-element subset. The variety D * 12 appears in the work of Deligne and Mostow [10] as the Satake-Baily-Borel compactification of a 9-dimensional complex ball B 9 with just one cusp (which corresponds to the closed strictly semistable orbit). It arises from a period mapping: for a 12-element subset D of P 1 , take the cyclic cover C → P 1 of degree 6 which totally ramifies in D and then assign to D the abelian variety (of dimension 10) obtained from the Jacobian of C by dividing out the Jacobian of intermediate covers (so that the Galois group acts on this quotient with primitive sixth roots of unity). The discriminant gives rise to a closed embedding of M in D 12 . Rational elliptic surfaces have 8 moduli, whereas dim D 12 = 9 and so they define a SL(2)-invariant hypersurface in the 12th symmetric power of P 1 . This hypersurface can be characterized as defining the 12-element subsets admitting an equation that is the sum of a cube and a square. The compactification of M we alluded to is the normalization M * of M in D * 12 . A central result of this paper is a characterization of the morphism M * → D * 12 in the spirit of Deligne and Mostow, namely as a morphism of Satake-Baily-Borel compactifications defined by an 'arithmetically defined' hyperball in B 9 . The origin of this description is explained by the fact that the degree 6 cover C → P 1 naturally comes with a morphism from C to the elliptic curve of J-invarant 0 when its ramification divisor is the discriminant of a rational elliptic surface.
We find that the boundary of M in M * is of codimension one and has four irreducible components, each of which is the closure of a totally geodesic subvariety. Only two of these irreducible components also appear in Miranda's compactification and have there the interpretation as parametrizing rational elliptic surfaces with a special fiber (of bicyclic type I 2 and of cuspidal type II respectively).
Apart from that, the two compactifications are very much different. The natural birational map between M M and M * is not a morphism in either direction and many points of M * fail to have an interpretation as describing an isomorphism class of a rational elliptic surface. We therefore consider the closure M M * of the diagonally embedded M in the product of these two compactifications. A substantial part of this paper can be understood as a study of M M * with its projections on M M and M * . In the end it turns out that this diagram can be obtained in completely arithmetic terms (involving a hyperbolic Hermitian lattice over the Eisenstein ring); Examples 10.2 and 10.3 make this most explicit. The situation is quite similar to the relation one of us found between the Baily-Borel compactification of the moduli space of K3 surfaces of degree 2 (resp. 4) and Shah's GIT compactification of the sextic plane curves (resp. quartic surfaces) [21] and the one that Sterk [32] found between the moduli space of Enriques surfaces and Shah's GIT compactification of curves on P 1 × P 1 of bidegree (4, 4) invariant under a certain involution. Vakil [34] recently showed that some interesting moduli spaces define finite monodromy covers of M: the moduli spaces of (1) nonhyperelliptic genus 3 curves endowed with a canonical pencil, of (2) genus 4 curves with an effective even theta characteristic, and of (3) hyperelliptic genus 4 curves endowed with a noncanonical pencil all have this form. He observes that it then follows from our theorem that these moduli spaces are locally complex hyperbolic.
As is well-known, M has also the interpretation as the moduli space of Del Pezzo surfaces of degree 1. From this point of view, the above result neatly fits in a series of similar characterizations of the moduli spaces of Del Pezzo surfaces of given degree: this started with the work of Allcock, Carlson and Toledo [3] who associated to a cubic surface X in P 3 the intermediate Jacobian of the cyclic degree 3 cover of P ramified along that surface. They found that in this way the moduli space of cubic surfaces has the structure of a ball quotient. In this case one is so fortunate as to have a GIT interpretation of the Baily-Borel compactification so that the boundary parametrizes (mildly) degenerate cubic surfaces. Van Geemen (unpublished) and Kondo [16] independently found a similar ball quotient description for the moduli space of Del Pezzo surfaces of degree two (or equivalently, of quartic plane curves). It seems that here the GIT compactication and the Baily-Borel compactification are related in a way that is quite similar to the case studied in the present paper.
In particular, neither is a blowup of the other. Let us take the occasion to point out that this is also the picture for Del Pezzo surfaces of degree four (in higher degree they are rigid, so this is the remaining case of interest). The anticanonical embedding of such a surface realizes that surface in P 4 as the fixed point set of a pencil P of quadrics in P 4 . The singular quadrics in this pencil define a 5-element subset D of P and the isomorphism type of the pair (P, D) is a complete invariant of the surface. The work of Deligne-Mostow identifies the set of such of isomorphism types with an open subset of a ball quotient, essentially by passing to the Jacobian of the cyclic cover of P of degree 5 with total ramification in D.
We also mention here that Abramovich and Vistoli [1] defined (as a special case of a more general theory of theirs) a complete Deligne-Mumford stack of moduli of rational elliptic surfaces, which is modeled on what we call the Kontsevich compactification. Here the boundary points label no longer ordinary rational elliptic surfaces, but rather surfaces with an 'orbispace structure' Let us now describe the contents of the separate sections. We begin the paper with a general discussion of the Picard group of a rational elliptic surface (Section 1). Although this section is brief, we do not use all the material expounded here and we therefore advise the reader to consult it as needed. Section 2 introduces the main character of this paper, the moduli space M. We review Miranda's compactification M M of M, which parametrizes elliptic surfaces and we define another one, M * , which does not. In Section 3 we define yet another compactification that dominates these two and is based on Kontsevich's notion of a stable map. This compactification is useful by itself, but plays in the present paper only an auxiliary role: we use it to understand the birational map between M M and M * in geometric terms. In the next two Sections 4 and 5 we make a careful study of the homology of cyclic degree 6 covers of P 1 totally ramified in 12 distinct points and the action of a corresponding central extension of the braid group of P 1 with 12 strands. This discussion belongs to algebraic topology rather than to algebraic geometry and is independent of the preceding. Section 6 recalls the basics of the Satake-BailyBorel compactification of a ball quotient and the next section discusses the work of Deligne-Mostow for the case that is relevant here. Since this result is a bit hidden in their general theory, we outline its proof. In passing we obtain a simple description of the monodromy group (a unitary group of a rank 10 lattice over the Eisenstein ring) as a quotient of the corresponding mapping class group (a centrally extended braid group). Section 8 leads up to the main Theorems 9.2 and 9.3 in the next section. The final Section 10 is for the most part descriptive. It provides what we feel is a natural general context for our results. It also suggests an extension of the theory of automorphic forms for ball quotients whose geometric counterpart is a theory of compactifications of ball quotients with a locally symmetric divisor removed. In this section we collect some facts-known and perhaps less known-concerning rational elliptic surfaces and Del Pezzo surfaces of degree one. General references are [19] , [12] , [20] , [26] and [14] .
By a rational elliptic surface we shall mean a smooth complete rational surface X that admits an elliptic fibration that is relatively minimal (in the sense that no exceptional curve is contained in a fiber) and has a section. Then this fibration is unique since its fibers are the anticanonical curves on X; in particular, its base P is canonically the projective line of lines of the plane H 0 (X, ω −1 X ). (In fact, any smooth complete surface whose anticanonical system is a pencil and defines a fibration is of this form.) The sections of this fibration are precisely the exceptional curves of the first kind of X. We can always obtain such a surface-though in general in more than one way-as follows: take a pencil of plane cubic curves having at least one smooth member. Its base locus will consist of nine points (possibly infinitely near) and blowing these up yields a rational elliptic surface in our sense (the last blowup giving a section).
It follows from this last description that the Picard lattice of X is isomorphic to the rank 10 lattice I 1,9 that has a basis ℓ, e 1 , . . . , e 9 on which the inner product takes the form ℓ.ℓ = 1, ℓ.e i = 0, e i .e j = −δ i,j . An isomorphism I 1,9 ∼ = Pic(X) can be chosen such that ℓ is the class of a line in P 2 and e i the class of the exceptional curve of the ith blowup. The class of a fiber of X → P is the class of ω −1 X and is therefore mapped to f := 3ℓ − e 1 − · · · − e 9 .
We first investigate I 1,9 as an abstract lattice with distinguished isotropic vector f . A root of I 1,9 is a vector α ∈ I 1,9 with α.f = 0 and α.α = −2. The orthogonal reflection with respect to α,
preserves the lattice I 1,9 and fixes f . The set of roots (denoted here by R) is an infinite root system; a root basis is α 0 := ℓ − e 1 − e 2 − e 3 , α 1 := e 1 − e 2 , . . . , α 8 := e 8 − e 9 , which shows that it is of typeÊ 8 . The associated Weyl group W (R) of isometries of I 1,9 generated by the reflections with respect to roots is precisely the stabilizer of f in the orthogonal group of I 1,9 (see for instance [35] ). We realize R as an affine root system (and W (R) as an affine transformation group) as follows. The set of vectors c ∈ I 1,9 with c.f = 0 resp. c.f = 1 project in I 1,9 /Zf onto a sublattice Q resp. an affine lattice A over Q. Given a root α, then taking the inner product with that root, makes α appear as an affine-linear form on A. If denote by α the image of −α in Q, then the action of s α in A is given by c → c − (α.c)α and thus R becomes an affine root system on A in the sense of [22] . The group W (R) acts faithfully on A and the underlying real affine space A R receives its standard affine reflection action. The image R of R in Q is a finite root system of type E 8 and spans Q. The full translation lattice Q is so realized as the translation subgroup of W (R). More concretely, the transformation in I 1,9 associated to u ∈ Q is the Eichler-Siegel transformation
whereû ∈Q lifts u ∈ Q. The transformation T u indeed only depends on u and we have thus defined an injective homomorphism T : Q → SO(I 1,9 ) of groups. Let us denote by E ⊂ I 1,9 the set of e with e.f = 1 and e.e = −1. The natural map E → A is a bijection: if c ∈ I 1,9 is such that c.f = 1, then (c.c) is odd (this follows from the fact that Q is even and that this is true for one such c, e.g., c = e 1 ) and so e := c − 1 2 (1 + (c.c))f is the unique element of c + Zf with self-product −1. So the translation subgroup T (Q) of W (R) acts simply transitively on E.
It is clear that this discussion makes sense in Pic(X) without any reference to an isomorphism of (I 1,9 , f ) onto (Pic(X), [ω −1 X ]). We adapt our notation to this situation in an obvious way and write f X , R X , E X , Q X , A X , . . . .
An element of R X resp. E X that is the class of an irreducible curve is called a nodal resp. exceptional class and we denote by R irr X ⊂ R X resp. E irr X ⊂ E the corresponding subset. The following is well-known. 
Xs . It is convenient to introduce the closed nodal chamber as the set of c ∈ A R satisfying α.c ≥ 0 for all α ∈ R irr X . This is a product of closed simplices (a factor for every reducible fiber) times an affine space. It is a strict fundamental domain for the action of the Weyl subgroup 
All of this is known, though perhaps stated somewhat differently in the literature (see for example [26] This proposition should be known, but since we did not find it stated this way, we give a proof. For this we need a property of affine Coxeter groups that we recall from [6] , Ch. VI, § 2. Let (W, (s i ) i∈I ) be an irreducible Coxeter system of affine type (with the s i 's distinct) and identify W with its canonical representation as an affine transformation group. Denote by D(I) the Dynkin diagram on I. The normalizer N (W ) of W in the affine transformation group acts on D(I) and identifies N (W )/W with Aut(D(I)). If I 0 ⊂ I is the set special vertices of D(I) (an i ∈ I is special precisely when every element of W is the composite of a translation and an element of W I−{i} ), then N (W )/W acts faithfully on I 0 and the subgroup of N (W )/W induced by translations acts simply transitively on I 0 . In particular, if a translation in N (W ) fixes a special vertex of D(I), then it lies in W . On the other hand, any element of N (W )/W not coming from a translation fixes a special vertex.
We see this illustrated by a Kodaira fibration over a smooth curve germ X → D with special fiber X o (the general fiber is a smooth curve of genus one, the special fiber is of Kodaira type). If (C i ) i∈I are the distinct irreducible components of X o , then we have C i .C i = −2 for all i and if i n i C i is the class of the general fiber, then the reflections
Coxeter system (W, (s i ) i∈I ) of affine type acting naturally in the affine hyperplane in Hom(H 2 (X o ), R) = H 2 (X o ; R) of forms that take the value 1 on i n i C i . Its Dynkin diagram is just the intersection graph of the C i 's. We have n i > 0 for all i and i ∈ I is special precisely when n i = 1. Any automorphism of the general fiber which induces a translation on that fiber extends to the whole fibration. If it preserves a special component, then it preserves every component. So it follows from the preceding that that its action on A R is the composite of an element of W and a translation.
Proof of 1.3 . That Aut(X) acts faithfully on Pic(X) is well-known and easy to prove. If e, e ′ ∈ E irr X are represented by sections E, E ′ , then there is a fiberwise translation in the part of X that is smooth over P which sends E to E ′ . As recalled above, this translation extends as an automorphism h of X. Then h fixes the difference of any two sections, so it certainly acts as the identity in Q X /Q irr X . If E and E ′ meet a reducible fiber X s in the same component, then this component is special. So h fixes every irreducible component of X s . The rest of the argument is now straightforward or follows from the above mentioned property of Kodaira fibrations.
. Proof. Let u ∈ Q X . So for every α ∈ R X we have T u (α) = α − (α.u)f . It follows that for every reducible fiber X s , T u preserves the root subsystem R Xs of R X generated by R irr Xs . So T u normalizes the associated affine Weyl group W (R irr Xs ). Choose a section E. Then T u sends its class e ∈ E irr X to an element of the form w(e ′ ) with w ∈ W (R irr X ), where e ′ ∈ E irr X is the class of a section E ′ . There is a unique h ∈ Aut 0 (X/P ) that sends E to E ′ . We show that g := h
. It is clear that g is the identity on the orthogonal complement of R irr X and fixes e. Also, for every reducible fiber X s , g normalizes W (R irr Xs ) and its image in
Xs ) is induced by a translation. Since g(e) = e, it follows that this image is trivial: g acts in the span of R irr Xs as an element of W (R irr Xs ). This is true for all reducible fibers and hence g ∈ W (R irr X ). Remark 1.5. Contraction of an exceptional curve of the first kind with class e ∈ E irr X produces a smooth rational surface surface X e with ω Xe .ω Xe = 1. It follows from Proposition 1.3 that its isomorphism type is independent of the choice of e. If all fibers of X → P are irreducible (in other words,
Xe is ample, in other words, X e is a Del Pezzo surface of degree one. Conversely, if we are given a Del Pezzo surface of degree one, then its anticanonical system consists of irreducible curves and has a unique fixed point. Blowing up that point yields an elliptic surface with all its fibers irreducible. So the coarse moduli space of Del Pezzo surfaces of degree one can be identified with the coarse moduli space of smooth rational elliptic surfaces with all its fibers irreducible. Notice that we have a natural identification of Q X with the orthogonal complement of [ω Xe ] in Pic(X e ).
2. Moduli of rational elliptic surfaces I 2.1. The Weierstrass model. Let f : X → P be a rational elliptic surface. The discriminant divisor of f is the divisor on P for which the multiplicity of p ∈ P is the Euler characteristic of the fiber X p . This is an effective divisor whose degree must be the Euler characteristic of X, which is 12. Assigning to each fiber its modular invariant defines a morphism J : P → P 1 . Let us assume that all the singular fibers are of type I k . Then D ∞ := J * (∞) is the discriminant divisorof f . In order to understand J over the special points 0 and 1, let us recall that the affine J-line is obtained as the analytic orbifold PSL(2, Z)\H with 0 resp. 1 corresponding to the singular orbits of ω := e 2π √ −1/6 resp. √ −1. The order of ramification of the quotient map over such a point is the order of its PSL(2, Z)-stabilizer, that is 3 resp. 2. Since the fibers of f over P − D ∞ are smooth, the morphism J is at every point of P −D ∞ locally liftable to a morphism to H. This implies that J * (0) = 3D 0 and J * (1) = 2D 1 with D 0 resp. D 1 a divisor of degree 4 resp. 6. So D ∞ is in the pencil generated by 3D 0 and 2D 1 . This imposes a nontrivial condition on D ∞ .
To see this, we fix a projective line P and denote by H the space of sections of O P (1). For a nonnegative integer k, H k := Sym k H is then the space of sections of O(k) and the associated (k-dimensional) projective space P k is the linear system of effective degree k divisors on P . The set of triples
with D 0 and D 1 not a common multiple of an element of P 2 (to ensure that they generate a pencil) and D ∞ in the pencil generated by 3D 0 and 2D 1 is an irreducible subvariety of dimension 6 + 4 + 1 = 11. Denote byΣ its closure in P 4 × P 6 × P 12 and by Σ the projection ofΣ in P 12 . It is clear that Σ is irreducible of dimension ≤ 11. In fact: 
so that D i is the divisor defined by f i . Notice that the vector (f This identity can also be written as
. If the righthand side is nonzero, then it is factored by the lefthand side into two forms of degree six. The family of such factorizations (with fixed nonzero righthand side) is of dimension one. Since [f 0 : g 0 ] lies in a projective space of dimension 9, it follows that dim W ≤ 9 + 1 = 10.
To prove the second assertion we consider the vector bundle E := O P (2) ⊕ O P (3)⊕O P over P . Denote the projections on its summands by X, Y, Z repectively. So for (f 0 , f 1 , f ∞ ) as above, the expression −Y 2 Z + X 3 + 3f 0 XZ 2 + 2f 1 Z 3 defines a homomorphism E → O P (6). Its zero set in the associated projectivized bundle P(E) is a Weierstrass curve over P with modular function J = f are linearly independent, then minimal resolution of its singularities gives an elliptic surface for which the first summand of E defines a section. This surface is rational.
If f 0 and f 1 have no nontrivial common zero, then J has degree 12 and J * (i) = D i for i = 0, 1, ∞. Kodaira's theory (see for example [4] , Thm. 11.1 and Subsection 3.1 below) implies that this elliptic surface is unique up to P -isomorphism.
Remark 2.2. Vakil [34] recently proved that the degree of Σ is equal to 3762. In the same paper he also gives several remarkable characterizations of this hypersurface.
Example 2.3. This is an example to which we will later return. Take for D ∞ the 12th roots of unity in C, viewed as a reduced divisor on P 1 . If we take D 0 = 4(0) and
By the preceding argument there is a rational elliptic surface with D ∞ as discriminant divisor.
We thus recover a result of Dolgachev. Proof. In view of 2.1 we must show that the Aut(P )-orbit space ofΣ is rational. GenericallyΣ is fibered in lines over the product of projective spaces P 4 × P 6 . Let P ′ → B is a morphism to a rational curve whose generic fiber has the structure of a fibration of lines over a projective space. This implies that Aut(P )\Σ ′ is rational.
2.2.
Miranda's compactification. R. Miranda gave in his thesis [23] a geometric invariant theory compactification of the space of pencils of cubic plane curves. Since pencils with a smooth member define rational elliptic surfaces, this leads a compactification of the moduli space of (generic) rational elliptic surfaces. Later he found that the geometric invariant theory of Weierstrass fibrations did that job more directly [24] and so it is this approach that we shall follow. Let U ⊂ H 4 ⊕ H 6 be the open subset of (f 0 , f 1 ) such that f 3 0 + f 2 1 is square free. As was noted in the proof of 2.1, the locus 
is a projective completion of M. In more geometric terms: if P(H 4 ⊕ H 6 ) stands for the weighted projective space gotten by dividing H 4 ⊕ H 6 − {(0, 0)} out by the action of the central subgroup G m ⊂ GL(H), then
Here the double backslash indicates that we are forming a categorical orbit space. In this case, its closed points are in bijective correspondence with the closed SL(H)-orbits in P(H 4 ⊕ H 6 ) ss . We shall refer to M M as the Miranda compactification of M. The geometric counterpart of the graded algebra of invariants
is the graded algebra of sections of its tensor powers with twice the degree. For
. The minimal strictly semistable orbits in H 4 ⊕ H 6 are represented by the pairs of the form (λf 2 , µf 3 ) with f a product of two distinct linear forms and λ, µ constants that are not both zero. In that case the modular function is constant equal to [λ 3 :
and is a complete invariant of the orbit. A stable orbit can be given more of a geometric content by associating to a stable pair ( 
with a, b ∈ P distinct) and over the locus where the linear span of 3D 0 , 2D 1 has a member with a point of multiplicity ≥ 7. A major goal of this paper is to describe the diagram
in terms of complex hyperbolic geometry. In particular, we will show that M * is naturally the Baily-Borel compactification of a ball quotient such that M * − M is the closure of a union of locally symmetric divisors. This requires a better geometric understanding of the above diagram and that is the topic of the next section.
A geometrically meaningful compactification
We found two compactifications of M obtained from Geometric Invariant Theory: one (M M ) based on the Weierstrass description of a rational elliptic surface, the other (M * ) based on the fact that a generic elliptic surface is defined by its discriminant. It is our goal to define a rather explicit compactification of M which dominates both. We also want it to be geometrically meaningful in the sense that the newly added points define degenerate elliptic surfaces of some sort. Together these desiderata imply that the modular function of these elliptic surfaces must always be of degree 12. Since there exist rational elliptic surfaces whose modular function has lower degree, there is a price to pay: we must allow the base to have ordinary double points.
3.1. Kodaira's theorem. We begin with restating a fundumental result of Kodaira in more geometric form. If P is a smooth complete curve, then a nonconstant morphism J : P → P 1 defines over P − J −1 {0, 1, ∞} a fibration by elliptic curves given up to involution. Associated to such a 'Kummer fibration' is a µ 6 -covering of P which will play a central role in this paper. It is defined as follows. We recall that the abelianization of PSL(2, Z) is the cyclic group of order 6 with ( 1 1 0 1 ) mapping to a generator. We denote that group by C 6 and its generator by τ . So the PSL(2, Z) principal bundle over P − J −1 {0, 1, ∞} defined by J determines an unramified C 6 -covering of P − J −1 {0, 1, ∞}. We extend that covering to a possibly ramified one over P , C → P , by normalizing over P . In the case of the universal example-J is then the identity-this corresponds to the modular covering E o → P 1 defined by the commutator subgroup of PSL(2, Z). The curve E o is of genus one and has only one cusp (in other words, it is totally ramified over ∞). If we choose that cusp to be the origin, E o becomes an elliptic curve and the fact that it comes with a faithful action of µ 6 implies that E o has J-invariant 0. In the general case, C → P is simply the normalized pull-back of
Here is the list of Kodaira fibers expressed in terms of the behavior of J at p:
The abelianization of SL(2, Z) is cyclic of order 12 with ( 1 1 0 1 ) mapping to a generator. We denote group and generator by C 12 and η. So the nontrivial element −1 of the kernel of SL(2, Z) → PSL(2, Z) maps to η 6 . A relatively minimal elliptic fibration X → P with J as modular function determines a C 12 -coveringC → P which factorizes over C → P . Thus we associated to every Kodaira fiber an integer modulo 12, which together with the local behaviour of J at the corresponding base point determines that fiber. Kodaira's basic result says that the lift of the C 6 -covering to a C 12 -covering determines X → P up to P -isomorphism and that any such lift so arises. This residue class is in fact the reduction modulo 12 of the Euler characteristic of the fiber. So the Euler characteristics of the fibers define a further lift to the integers. (This implies that the Euler characteristic of X is always divisible by 12.) For a fiber with finite J-value, its Euler characteristic is the unique representative of Z/(12) in {0, 1, . . . , 11} (though 1, 5, 7 and 11 will not occur), whereas for a fiber X p with
A cyclic covering over a smooth rational curve is already given by the orders of the stabilizers. So if P is rational, then an elliptic fibration associated to J is already specified by a lift of the map P → Z/(6) defined by J (whose support will be in J −1 {0, 1, ∞}) to a finitely supported map with values in Z/(12). The above receipe defines a lift to the nonnegative integers and the 'integral' of the latter is the Euler characteristic of the total space. The total space is rational precisely when the sum of its fiber Euler characteristics is equal to 12. This describes a procedure to obtain all rational elliptic fibrations and it is the one employed by Miranda in [25] to recover Persson's classification [29] of rational elliptic fibrations up to homeomorphism.
Kontsevich compactification.
Let be given a pair (J : P → P 1 , D), where (a) P is a complete connected normal crossing curve of arithmetic genus zero, (b) J : P → P 1 a morphism of degree 12, (c) D is a 12-element subset of the regular part of P contained in J −1 (∞).
For later purposes it will be useful to observe that there then exists a µ 6 -covering C → P such that (i) C is connected normal crossing curve, (ii) C → P is unramified over P reg − D and (iii) C → P is totally ramified over D and the action of µ 6 in the tangent space of such a ramification point is the tautological one (i.e., given by scalar multiplication). and that this covering is unique up to isomorphism. (The arithmetic genus of C is easily calculated to be 25.) So to give the pair (J :
is equivalent to giving a complete normal crossing curve C with C 6 -action as above and a morphism C → P 1 constant on orbits of degree 6.12. The cover C → P need not be the pullback of the modular elliptic curve E o → P 1 for there may be irreducible components of P in a fiber of J (on which C → P is necessarily nontrivial). But if we contract all such components then this is true. In other words, J is covered by a C 6 -equivariant morphismJ :
We say that (J :
is Kontsevich stable if the group of its automorphisms that induce the identity of P 1 is finite. In other words, we require that every connected component of P reg − D on which J is constant has negative Euler characteristic. There is an obvious extension of this notion to families of such pairs which leads to a well-defined moduli problem. Following Kontsevich ([18] 1.3.2) such pairs have a moduli stack that is complete, smooth. He also shows that the locus parametrizing pairs (J : P → P 1 , D) with P singular defines a normal crossing divisor. His argument shows at the same time that the singular points of P are fully smoothable in the sense that they are independently smoothable, already at first order. The underlying variety can be regarded as a coarse moduli space of pairs (C, C → P 1 ) obtained as above: here C is a complete connected normal crossing curve of arithmetic genus 25 endowed with C 6 -action having in C reg exactly 12 fixed points, each with tangent character χ such that the morphism C → P 1 is constant on orbits and has degree 6.12, and the group of P 1 -automorphisms of C is finite. But the corresponding stack is slightly different.
is a Kontsevich stable pair, then (P, D) need not be (Deligne-Knudsen-Mumford) stable as a 12-punctured curve, but successive contraction of its unstable components yields such a curve (P ,D) and this curve is unique. There results a morphism from the Kontsevich moduli space to the Knudsen-Deligne-Mumford space S 12 \M 0,12 of stable 12-punctured rational curves.
We embed M in this moduli space by assigning to a generic rational elliptic fibration X → P the pair consisting of its modular function J : P → P 1 and the fiber J −1 (∞). The normalization of M in this moduli space will be called the Kontsevich compactification and denoted by M K . If (J : P → P 1 , D) represents a closed point of M K , then clearly D will be contained in J −1 (∞). Specifically, a connected component of J −1 (∞) contains as many points of D as the degree of J on a deleted neighborhood of that component in P . Moreover, every connected component of J −1 (0) resp. J −1 (1) has a basis of deleted neighborhoods in P on which J has degree divisible by 3 resp. 2. The interest of this construction is that such a J is still the modular function of an elliptic fibration defined over the union of the connected components of P reg − D on which J is nonconstant: if P ′ is an irreducible component of P on which J is nonconstant, then J determines an elliptic fibration up to canonical involution. If p is a smooth point of P , then the fiber over p will be smooth or of type I 1 , depending on whether J(p) is finite. In case p is singular, then we have a singular Kodaira fiber not of type I 1 . So if P ′ has exactly one singular point p, then the Euler characteristic of the fiber over p determined by the fact that the Euler characteristics of the singular fibers sum up to 12. This gives also the answer in the general case since we can smooth all the singular points of P different from p and do the calculation for this new situation. We thus conclude that the Euler characteristic of the fiber over p in P ′ must be equal to 12 minus the degree of J on the connected component of P − {p} containing P ′ − {p} plus the multiplicity of p in (J|P ′ ) * (∞). But beware that in general a singular fiber over a crossing point will depend on the choice of a branch through it. For instance, if P has two connected components P 2 , P 10 of degree 2 and 10 meeting in a point p with J(p) = 0, then the fiber over p in P 2 is of type II * whereas the fiber over p in P 10 is of type II. This issue is adressed and resolved by Abramovich and Vistoli in [1] by consistently working in a setting of Deligne-Mumford stacks. We shall not go into this here as it is not needed for what follows. We content ourselves with observing that M K comes as a stack with a universal morphisms P K → M K × P 1 of degree 12 such that the part of P K where this morphism is smooth supports an elliptic fibration for which J is the modular function. Moreover, P K comes (as a stack) with a C 6 -covering Proof. We begin with proving the first part of (iii). Suppose that P has a singular point p over ∞. Denote the closures of the connected components of P − {p} by P 1 and P 2 . Then on (P i , p) we have a Kodaira fiber of type I * ki for some k i ≥ 1. The Euler characteristic of such a fiber is 6 + k i and hence the degree of J on P i is 6.
To see that the birational map from M K to M M is in fact a morphism, we consider the closure M of the diagonal embedding of
K is normal it suffices to prove that the projection M → M K is a bijection. Or equivalently, that any curve germ in M M is the image of one in M K . Moreover, we want this lift to be as prescribed by the proposition. This can be checked in a straightforward manner. Remark 3.3. It can be shown that the natural morphism M K → S 12 \M 0,12 is finite. This implies that is also possible to define M K as the normalization of M in S 12 \M 0,12 . Though this avoids appeal to the Kontsevich moduli space, we shall need the more powerful interpretation that comes with the latter.
The identity also extends as a morphism M K → M * as follows. Let be given an allowable pair (J : P → P 1 , D) representing a closed point of M K . If there exists an irreducible component P c of P such that the direct image of D under the natural retraction P → P c is a stable divisor (all multiplicities < 6), then this irreducible component is unique-we shall call it the central component of (P, D)-and we assign to (J : P → P 1 , D) the corresponding point of D * . If no such component exists, then there is a unique singular point p c -the central point of (P, D)-such that D has 6 points in each connected component of P −{p c }, and we then assign to (J : P → P 1 , D) the point of D * that corresponds to the unique minimal semistable orbit (the orbit of divisors that have two distinct points, each with multiplicity 6). In either case we allow ourselves a mild abuse of language by referring to this point of D * as the discriminant of (J :
3.3. A partial list of strata. Let us describe the generic points of M K − M (these turn out to be all hypersurfaces). If X → P is a generic rational elliptic fibration (so with smooth base P and reduced discriminant), then the modular function J : P → P 1 is a degree 12 covering with the property that the local degree of J at a point over 0 resp. 1 is always equal to 3 resp. 2. Following RiemannHurwitz, the discriminant of J must then have the form 8(0) + 6(1) + R, with R of degree 8. This divisor gives us the 8 moduli parameters. Degeneracies will occur when supp(R) meets 0, 1 or ∞. The computation of (co)dimension is based on the full smoothability property.
In the list below we make use of a small part of Persson's classification [29] . For instance, we use the fact that the rational elliptic fibrations with a fiber of Kodaira type I k (8 = k ≤ 9), II, III, IV , I * k (k ≤ 4) respectively are parametrized by an irreducible variety. We excluded the I 8 -case since there are two types of fibrations with an I 8 fiber: in one case (I (I k≥2 ) Then P has an irreducible component P 12 of degree 12 over P 1 and there is a z ∈ P 12 where J|P 12 has local degree k. We have an extra component P 0 in J −1 (∞) which meets P 12 in the ramification point. This component contains k points of D and so it is central if and only if k ≥ 7. Hence the discriminant has a point of multiplicity min{k, 12 − k}. The image of this hypersurface of M K in M M is of dimension 9 − k, whereas its image in M * is of dimension 9 − k for k = 2, 3, 4, 5, of dimension 0 for k = 6, and of dimension k − 2 for k = 7, 8, 9. The hypersurface in question is irreducible unless k = 8, in which case there are two irreducible components. (II) Then P has two irreducible components P 10 , P 2 of degrees resp. 10 and 2 over P 1 meeting in a point p with J-value 0. The component P 2 ramifies simply over 0 and 1; the component P 10 has fiber over 0 resp. 1 of type (1, 3 3 ) resp. (2 5 ). Over (P 10 , p) we have a fiber of type II (a cuspidal fiber) and over (P 2 , p) a fiber of type II * (anÊ 8 -fiber). The central component is P 10 and the discriminant has a point of multiplicity 2. The images of this subvariety in M * and M M are hypersurfaces. (III) This case and the next are similar to the preceding case. Here P has two irreducible components P 9 , P 3 of degrees 9 resp. 3 over P 1 meeting in a point p with with J-value 1. The component P 3 ramifies totally over 0 and has a point of simple ramification over 1; the component P 9 has fiber over 0 resp. 1 of type (3 3 ) resp. (2 4 , 1). Over (P 9 , p) we have a Kodaira fiber of type III, and over (P 3 , p) one of type III * (anÊ 7 -fiber). The central component is P 9 and the discriminant has a point of multiplicity 3. The images of this subvariety in M * and M M are of codimension two (since we forget P 3 ). (IV ) Now P has two irreducible components P 8 , P 4 of degrees 8 resp. 4 over P 1 meeting in a point p with J-value 0. The component P 4 has fiber over 0 resp. 1 of type (3, 1) resp. (2 2 ), whereas for P 8 these data are (3 2 , 2) resp. (2 4 ). They meet in their points of smallest ramification. Over (P 8 , p) we have a fiber of type IV and over (P 4 , p) a fiber of type IV * (anÊ 6 -fiber). The central component is P 8 and the discriminant has a point of multiplicity 4. The images of this subvariety in M * and M M are of codimension three.
The following cases involve Kodaira fibers of type I * k . In all these cases, P has two irreducible components P 6 , P ′ 6 that are both of degree 6 over P 1 .
(I * 0 ) P 6 and P ′ 6 meet in a point p with J(p) finite. Over (P 6 , p) and (P ′ 6 , p) we have fibers of type I * 0 . The point p is central and so the discriminant is the orbit of the divisor with two points of multiplicity 6. The image of this subvariety in M M is a curve and its image in M * is a singleton. (I * k,k ′ ) Here P 6 and P ′ 6 are separated by a central component P c contained in J −1 (∞). If P c meets P 6 in p, then we have a Kodaira fiber of type I * k at (P, p), where k = deg p (J|P ) ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Similarly we find a Kodaira fiber of type I *
Hence the discriminant has a point of multiplicity 6 − k and one of multiplicity 6 − k ′ . This defines a hypersurface in
So the boundary of M in M K is a union of irreducible hypersurfaces M K (F ), where F runs over the Kodaira symbols I k , k = 2, . . . , 7, 9, I 
and and a collapse onto a point for F = I 9 , I * 4,4 . The following statements then follow in a straightforward manner:
4. Homology of a cyclic covering 4.1. Symplectic lattices with symmetries. Let be given a finite abelian group G that acts (morphically) on a symplectic lattice L. We then extend the symplectic form as a sesquilinear form over
Indeed, this form is Z[G]-linear in the first argument and b, a = − a, b (where the overline is the involution which sends each element of G to its inverse). So if we multiply the form by any anti-invariant element of Z[G] (such as g − g −1 for some g ∈ G), then we get a Hermitian form over Z [G] .
We take G to be a cyclic group of order 6, C 6 , with a given generator τ ∈ C 6 . Let χ : Z[C 6 ] → C be the character that sends τ to ω := e 2π √ −1/6 . The image of this character is the ring of integers Z + Zω. We call this ring the Eisenstein ring and denote it by O. For the lattice L as above,
The composition of the sesquilinear form above with χ factorizes over a skew-hermitian (O-valued) form:
We make this a Hermitian form by multiplying with a square root of −3: we put
and let our Hermitian form be
As we will show in the Appendix, such Hermitian lattices can also be gotten from quadratic forms with C 6 -symmetry. 
We have 1, 1 = τ − τ −1 and so for the image e of 1 in L O we have ψ(e, e) = −θ.θ = 3.
Cyclic covers.
Let π : C o → P 1 be the smooth C 6 -covering of the projective line that has total ramification over the 12th roots of unity in the unit circle and with the generator τ of C 6 acting as multiplication by e 2π √ −1/12 on the tangent space of the ramification points. An affine equation for this curve is w 6 + z 12 = 1 with τ acting as τ (z, w) = (z, ωw) and π(z, w) = z. There is also C 12 -symmetry, with a generator η of C 12 acting as η(z, w) = (e 2π √ −1/12 z, w). So we have an action C 6 × C 12 on C o . Our first goal is to describe H 1 (C o ) as a module over
We make use of F. Pham's description [30] of the homology (with its intersection form) of the affine piece C 
Pham also describes the intersection pairing: the adjoint homomorphism
is the antihomomorphism of R-modules given by
Notice that the kernel of this map is (1 − τ )(1 − η)(
(compatibly with the intersection pairing). So we find an isomorphism
We will identify the lefthand side with the quotient ring
so that 1 corresponds to e. (So as a Z[C 6 ]-module, A is generated by
.) The sesquilinear extension of the intersection pairing is given by
If we merely regard H 1 (C o ) as a Z[C 6 ]-module, then the intersection form defines a sesquilinear pairing
that is Z[C 12 ]-invariant. The two are of course related by
Reducing modulo the ideal generated by τ 2 − τ + 1 yields sesquilinear pairings
that are related in the same way. The associated Hermitian forms are defined by multiplying these by −θ = −ω(1 + ω):
ψ(ae, be) := −ω(1 + ω) ae, be O and Ψ(a, b) :
ψ(e, η i e)η i = Ψ(e, e)
In other words,
Since ψ is C 12 -invariant, these formulae completely describe ψ on the generators η i e. Let us denote by Λ the Hermitian O-module underlying A O . So if r i ∈ Λ denotes the image of (ωη)
i , then (r 1 , . . . , r 10 ) is a O-basis of A O on which ψ is given by
Notice that for k ≤ 10, the annihilator of the span of r 1 , . . . , r k−1 contains the span of r k+1 , . . . , r 11 . It is not hard to see that it is in fact equal to it.
Remark 4.3. The homology class of e can be represented more simply as follows. The closed sector of the (closed) unit disk in the z-line with arg(z) between 0 and 2π/12 has a unique lift to C passing through (0, 1). If we give this lift its complex orientation, then it becomes a singular 2-simplex whose boundary of is of the form e + ǫ − ηe, where ǫ is a lift of the arc on the unit circle. So (1 − η)e is homologous to −ǫ. Hence e = (1 − τ )(1 − η)e is homologous to (τ − 1)ǫ.
Remark 4.4. It is easy to check that the O-sublattice of A O spanned by η i , i = 0, . . . , k is of rank min{k + 1, 10} and positive definite for k ≤ 3, positive indefinite for k = 4, and hyperbolic for k ≥ 5. Since multiplication by η is a lattice automorphism it follows that the O-sublattice spanned by all η i with i ≡ 5 (mod 6) is a positive (indefinite) sublattice of rank at least 9. This is clearly also the maximal rank of a positive sublattice, so it is of the form l ⊥ 0 for some 0-vector l 0 . A small calculation shows that we can take l 0 = (1+(1+ω)η+2ωη
2 +(2ω−1)η 3 +(ω−1)η 4 )e.
5.
A central extension of a braid class group 5.1. Braid and braid class groups. This section reviews some facts concerning the braid groups of C × and P 1 . We adhere to the categorical convention for the composition law in fundamental groupoids: αβ means that the path α comes after the path β.
We first establish the terminology. We first consider the case X = C × . We take as a base point * for C × (d) the set µ d of dth roots of 1. We have two special elements R and
, but in order to get a useful presentation of Br d (C × ) it is better to enlarge the number of generators. Let
in the same way as T to (1, e 2π √ −1/d ). These elements satisfy:
Together with the obvious relations 12 ]. From this description it follows that this path is as a 1-chain homologous to (1 − τ + τ η)e.
Corollary 5.1. The monodromy operatorT acts on H 1 (C o ) as follows:
It is in particular of order 6. Its action on H 1 (C o ) O is the given by the complex reflectionT
of order 3.
Proof. The first statement follows in a straightforward manner from the fact that e = (1 − τ )(1 − η)e, our computation ofT (η i e), and the Z[C 6 ]-linearity ofT . The second follows from the first if we bear in mind the Formulae 4.1 for ψ(η i e, e) = ψ(e, η −i e).
Consider the mapping class group BCl 12 of C 6 -equivariant isotopy classes generated byT and C 6 × C 12 . So BCl 12 is a central extension of BCl 12 by C 6 . Let
These elements also obey the braid relationŝ
In view of the relations (5.3) it is natural to put
Lemma 5.2. We haveR = τ η andR
Proof. From the definitions we find thatR = (ηT ) 11 η andR
11 . We know a priori that (ηT ) 11 and (T η −1 ) 11 are covering transformations, hence it is enough to show that these elements act on H 1 (C o ) as resp. τ and 1. This is verified in a straightforward manner using Corollary 5.1.
So theT i 's generate all of BCl 12 . It also follows that BCl 12 is a nontrivial central extension of BCl 12 .
Recall from Section 4 that we identified H 1 (C o ) O with the hermitian rank 10 O-module Λ. We noted in Remark 4.4 (see also the more precise identification in the Appendix) one finds that the form ψ on Λ has hyperbolic signature (9, 1). Since the action of BCl 12 in H 1 (C o ) preserves the Z[C 6 ]-module structure and the sesquilinear form, we have an induced monodromy representation BCl 12 → U(Λ) withRR * mapping to ω. This drops to a projective representation BCl 12 → PU(Λ). It follows from 5.1 that in either case the image ofT i has order three. So if we define BCl 12 [3] as the quotient of BCl 12 by the relationsT 3 i ≡ 1 and define BCl 12 [3] similarly, then the monodromy representations factorize over homomorphisms BCl 12 [3] → U(Λ) and BCl 12 [3] → PU(Λ). We shall see that these are isomorphisms.
Satake-Baily-Borel compactification
Let V be a complex vector space equipped with a Hermitian form ψ : V × V → C of hyperbolic signature (n, 1), with n ≥ 2. Denote by L = L(V ) ⊂ V the set of v ∈ V with ψ(v, v) < 0. Then its projectivization B = B(V ) ⊂ P(V ) (a complex ball) is a symmetric space for the projective unitary PU(V ). We regard L as an equivariant C × -bundle over B. For any integer k we denote by L(k) the line bundle defined by the representation of C × on C given by z ∈ C × → z k . Then L(2) is equivariantly isomorphic to the canonical bundle of B. (To see this, observe that if p ∈ B is given by the negative definite line L ⊂ Λ C , then the tangent space of B at p is canonically isomorphic to Hom(L, Λ C /L) and hence the determinant line of the cotangent space with L n+1 ⊗ det(Λ C ) −1 .) So the canonical bundle of B is SU(V )-equivariantly isomorphic to L(n + 1).
6.1. Suppose V has also the structure of a vector space over an imaginary quadratic number field K = Q( √ −d) in C (d a positive square free integer), such that ψ is defined over K and let be given an arithmetic subgroup Γ of U(V K ). Then Γ acts properly on the C × -bundle L and the analytic orbifold
retains a C × action. The space of Γ-automorphic forms of weight k is by definition
Its elements may be thought of as Γ-invariant functions on L that are homogeneous of degree −k on every fiber. The space A k is known to be finite dimensional for all k ∈ Z and trivial for k < 0. Observe that A k = 0 when k is not divisible by the order of Γ ∩ K × . (In the case that interests us this order will be 6.) Examples of such forms are the Poincaré series: if v 0 ∈ L, then F (a) := γ∈Γ ψ(a, γv 0 ) −k converges uniformly on compact subsets of L, provided that k ≥ 2 dim(Λ C ) = 2n+2. Hence F defines an element of A k . The direct sum
It is an algebra of finite type whose spectrum we denote by L * Γ . This is a normal affine variety which contains L Γ as an open-dense subvariety; we therefore call it the automorphic hull of L Γ . The group C × acts on L * Γ with a unique fixed point. The corresponding projective variety at infinity, Proj(A • ), will be denoted by B * Γ . As the notation suggests, the underlying spaces are in fact orbit spaces of a Γ-space extensions L * ⊃ L and B * ⊃ B. The Satake-Baily-Borel theory constructs these spaces and we briefly recount how this is done.
A point of ∂B defined over K is called a cusp (of the form ψ K ). Then the union B * of B and the set of cusps is just the convex hull of the K-points of the closure of B in P(V ). A nonzero isotropic vector n defined over K defines a cusp [n] ∈ B * and conversely, a cusp defines an isotropic line I ⊂ V defined over K. For such a line I, let π I ⊥ : V → V /I ⊥ denote the obvious projection. If n ∈ I is a generator, then ψ( , n) defines a coordinate for V /I ⊥ , so that π I ⊥ is basically given by the inner product with n. The image of L ⊂ V is the set of generators (V − I ⊥ )/I ⊥ . Let L * be the disjoint union of L, the punctured lines π I ⊥ (L) and a singleton V /V = { * }. Notice that U (V K ) acts naturally on this union (with * as fixed point). We give L * the topology generated by
orbits of isotropic vectors and Ω N the subset of L defined by the inequalities
The group U(V K ) acts on L * as a group of homeomorphisms. The action of the central subgroup K × extends in an obvious way to C × so that in fact U(V K ).C × acts. The orbit space Γ\L * is the C × -space underlying the automorphic hull (it is not difficult to verify that the Poncaré series defined above extends continously to L * ). The cuspidal lines define finitely many (regular) C × -orbits in L * Γ , because Γ acts with finitely many orbits in the set of cusps.
Similarly, the space underlying B * Γ is the the C × -orbit space of the Γ-orbit space of B * endowed with the horoball (or Satake) topology: this is the topology of B * generated by (i) the open subsets of B,
6.2. The automorphic hull possesses plenty of totally geodesic hypersurfaces: Suppose that H is a Γ-invariant collection of K-hyperplanes in V of hyperbolic signature (that is, orthogonal to a positive vector). We assume that Γ has finitely many orbits in this collection. An example is the case when H is the set of hyperplanes that are perpendicular to a vector v ∈ V K with ψ(v, v) = k (k a fixed positive integer). For every H ∈ H, B(H), is totally geodesic subball of B and the collection of these is locally finite on B. So
(This is also true when n = 2, but that needs an additonal argument.)
This will be a C × -invariant hypersurface, hence algebraic. Notice that L(H) * Γ supports an effective Cartier divisor if and only if L(H) is defined by a single automorphic form. (That form then will admit a product expansion.)
The moduli space of rational curves with 12 punctures
By a smooth C 6 -curve we will mean a complete nonsingular complex-projective curve C endowed with an action of the cyclic group C 6 that is isomorphic to a curve C D with affine equation w 6 = p∈D (z − p), where D is a 12-element subset of C, with τ (w, z) = (ωw, z) (recall that τ is a fixed generator of C 6 and ω = e 2π √ −1/6 ). A more intrinsic characterization is to say that C has genus 25 and that the C 6 -action has 12 distinct fixed points, each with (tangent space) character χ, and is free elsewhere. (The Riemann-Hurwitz formula shows that its orbit space is then a rational curve.)
Given such a smooth C 6 -curve C, let H 1,0 (C) χ denote the space of regular differentials α on C on which C 6 acts with character χ, that is, which satisfy τ * α = ω −1 .α. We claim that H 1,0 (C) χ has dimension one. To see this, represent C by an affine equation w 6 = p∈D (z − p) as above. Then w −1 dz is a regular differential on C and τ * (w −1 dz) = ω −1 .w −1 dz. Notice that the only zeroes of w −1 dz are the ramification points and that each such point appears with multiplicity 4. This implies that it is the only such form up to scalar: any other must be of the form f (z)w −1 dz with f a rational function. In order that it be regular f should have no poles, so f must be constant. (If we let the ramification points move in P 1 , then a period of such a form is a Lauricella function, see [10] .)
The coarse moduli space of the C 6 -curves under consideration is the same as the one of 12 element subsets of a projective line (given up to a projective transformation), and so can be identified with D. This suggests to allow as singular objects the C 6 -coverings of a projective line C D → P with D a semistable divisor on P such that over a point of multiplicity k of D we have a (plane curve) singularity with local equation z k = w 6 (k = 1, . . . , 6. A good substitute for the sheaf of regular differentials is then the dualizing sheaf ω C .
The pull-back of a generator to a normalization of C is a logarithmic differential whose polar set is the preimage of multiplicity 6 locus of the discriminant.
Proof. Choose an affine equation for C as before. First note that w −1 dz lies in H 0 (C, ω C ) χ . At a point of multiplicity k, a local equation of C is z k = w 6 . A straightforward calculation shows that the pull-back of w −1 dz under normalization has in each the preimage of this singularity a zero of order 4, 1, 0, 0, 0, −1 for k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Any other element of H 0 (C, ω C ) χ is of the form f (z)w −1 dz and as in the smooth case we find that f cannot have any poles, hence must be constant.
Lemma 7.2. The orbifold line bundle L D * over D
* is naturally isomorphic to the coarse moduli space of pairs (C, α ⊗6 ) with C a C 6 -curve with semistable discriminant divisor and α ∈ H 0 (C, ω C ) χ .
Proof. We use our fixed two dimensional vector space Π equipped with a generator ζ of ∧ 2 Π. Given a semistable F ∈ Π 12 , regard F as a homogeneous function on Π * . Then w 6 = F defines a degree 6 covering of Π * . It is an affine surface with good C × -action (so that w has weight 2) whose curve at infinity is a C 6 -curve C as above. Then w −1 ζ is a C × -invariant rational form whose residue at infinity, α, is a nonzero element of Proof. This is clear for the group of covering transformations. Any such automorphism that is not a covering transformation must permute the ramification points nontrivially. It is easy to see that such an automorphism acts nontrivially on
This implies that a Λ-marked C 6 -curve has no automorphisms. Hence there is fine moduli spaceD in the analytic category of these objects. It is an analytic manifold of dimension 9 (use three of the ramification points as coordinates for the projective line C 6 \C; the other nine then run over an open subset of C 9 ) and comes with an evident action of the unitary group U(Λ) of Λ: u ∈ U(Λ) sends (C, Φ) to (C, Φu −1 ). This action is proper and the orbit space can be identified with D.
Lemma 7.2 suggests we also consider the moduli space L Proof. Let D be a stable effective degree 12 divisor in C (so all multiplicities ≤ 5). Given a neighborhood U of D in the space of effective degree 12 divisors, denote by
, and U is sufficiently small, then the local monodromy group is isomorphic to subgroup of i U (Λ ni−1 ). Since the ranks n i − 1 are all ≤ 4, the latter is finite by Subsection A.1, and hence so is the monodromy group. The assertions of the lemma are a formal consequence of this fact. Remark 7.6. If D is stable, then we have a square norm on
In case D is reduced, then this is just the restriction of our Hermitian form −ψ via the embedding 
This mapping is clearly equivariant with respect to the actions of C × and U(Λ) and both its domain and range are analytic manifolds of dimension 10. This period mapping extends across the locus with finite monodromy: we have an extension
Indeed, if a point of the domain is represented as in Remark 7.5 by a triple (C, Φ, α), then Lemma 7.1 implies that α defines a nonzero element of H 1 (C) χ and the image of (C, Φ, α) is the point of L ∩ ker(Φ) ⊥ that is mapped by Φ to α. For the details we refer to [10] . The period mapping drops to a morphism
, and if we pass to C × -orbit spaces, we also get
The following theorem is a special case of a theorem of Deligne-Mostow [10] .
Theorem 7.7 (Deligne-Mostow [10] , see also [8] Outline of proof. Since Per is C × -equivariant, it is enough to prove that P( Per) : D st → B is an isomorphism. To this end, one first shows that P( Per) is a local isomorphism in codimension one (this is based on simple type of local Torelli theorem) and has discrete fibers. This implies that P( Per) has no ramification. So P( Per) is a local isomorphism every where. We wish to show that P( Per) is proper; the simple connectivity of B will then imply that P( Per) is an isomorphism. This will follow if we prove that P(Per) :
In other words, we want to show that P(Per) extends continuously to the one-point compactifications of its domain and range.
Let D be a strictly semistable divisor of degree 12 on P = P 1 . So D has a point of multiplicity 6. Let γ be a small oriented circle around this point. Then the preimage of γ in C D consists of 6 disjoint circles. Ifγ is one of these, then γ w 
It now follows from our explicit description of the Satake topology in Section 6 that the image of 
Remark 7.9. We observed in 2.3 that the discriminant hypersurface D * − D has degree 11.12 (with respect to the L D * ). Hence the locally symmetric hypersurface B(H) * U(Λ) is defined by a section of L(6.11.12). Since L → L U(Λ) ramifies with order three along L(H), it follows that the divisorial preimage of L(H) U(Λ) is 3L(H). So L(H) is given by an automorphic form of weight 2.11.12 with a character of order 3. Since Allcock finds this degree to be 44 [2] , we assume that his weight is 1/6 of ours (the center of U(Λ) consists of the 6th roots of unity and so the degree of any nonzero U(Λ)-automorphic form on B is divisible by 6). 
Rational elliptic surfaces and the Eisenstein curve
Recall from our discussion of Kodaira's theorem 3.1 that the commutator subgroup of PSL(2, Z) defines a modular curve E o of genus one with a simple cusp. We regard it as an elliptic curve by taking the cusp as its origin. It comes with a faithful action the abelianization C 6 of PSL(2, Z), and so this elliptic curve has J-invariant 0. In other words, it can be analytically obtained as the quotient C/O with the generator τ ∈ C 6 acting as complex multiplication by ω. So Z[C 6 ] acts on H 1 (E o ) via O. We will refer to E o as the Eisenstein curve. Since τ acts on the tangent space of the origin with eigenvalue ω, the same is true for the action of τ * on H 1,0 (C). It follows that H 1 (C, C) χ = H 0,1 (C). The natural map to the J-line, E o → P 1 , ramifies over 0 (two points of order three), 1 (three points of order two) and ∞ (total ramification).
Lemma 8.1. Let X → P be a rational elliptic surface with reduced discriminant D ∞ . Let J : P → P 1 be its modular function and C be the normalization of P × P 1 E o . Then the C 6 -covering C → P is the one considered in Section 7: it is only ramified over D ∞ , the ramification over D ∞ is total and τ acts in the tangent space of each ramification point as multiplication by ω.
Proof. It is clear that the projection C → P is a C 6 -covering. There is no ramification outside the discriminant divisor J * (∞) since J is there locally liftable to a morphism to E o . The remaining statements follow easily.
A special feature of this situation is that C comes with a C 6 -equivariant morphismJ : C → E o . Its degree is clearly 12.
Theorem 8.2. In the situation of Lemma 8.1 we have: 
Proof. The first assertion follows from the fact thatJ is C 6 -equivariant and of degree 12 and the second from the observation that
. The last clause requires more work. In view of the connectedness of M, it is enough to prove that assertion for one particular rational elliptic surface. We take the case studied in Section 4, where D ∞ ⊂ P 1 is the set of 12th roots of unity and C o → P 1 is the curve with C 6 × C 12 -action. As noted in Example 2.3, D ∞ is the discriminant divisor of an elliptic surface, but we will exhibit such a fibration more directly. Consider the action of the (order 12) subgroup G ⊂ C 6 × C 12 generated by τ 3 η. The orbit space G\C o is a C 6 -covering of C 12 \P 1 . If we identify the latter with P 1 by means of the affine coordinate z 12 , then we see that G\C o → P 1 has total ramification over 1, a fiber with two points over 0 and a fiber with three points over ∞. These properties imply that G\C o has genus one and more than that, namely that G\C o is C 6 -equivariantly isomorphic to the Eisenstein curve E o . The Eisenstein curve supports a C 6 -equivariant elliptic fibration. This pulls back to a C 6 -equivariant elliptic fibration over C o and that in turn descends to an elliptic fibration on P 1 . We therefore denote the resulting C 6 -morphismJ :
with the algebra A defined in 4. It is clear that the image ofJ * is the O-submodule spanned by
The image u of this element in
is easily calculated to be of the form 2θz, with
We claim that u is a 12.6-vector: this is a straightforward computation or one invokes Example 4.1 and the fact that the Hermitian form is multiplied by 12. So z is a 6-vector.
The last assertion of the above proposition implies that the condition for a 12 element subset of P 1 to be the discriminant of a rational elliptic surface imposes a linear constraint on the period map defined in Section 7. We investigate this in more detail in the next section.
Moduli of rational elliptic surfaces II
From now on, we make free use of notions, notation and results of the theory of O-lattices, as collected and proved in the Appendix.
In the Appendix we fix a sublattice Λ o that is the orthogonal complement of a 6-vector z o ∈ Λ. (It is proved in Proposition A.6 that all such sublattices are U(Λ)-equivalent.) According to Proposition A.8 the stabilizer of Λ o in U(Λ) restricts isomorphically to the unitary group U(Λ o ) of Λ o . It follows from Proposition A.6 that U(Λ o ) has two orbits in the set of primitive 0-vectors in Λ o : type (θ) and (0). So the Baily-Borel compactification B * o,U(Λo) adds two points to B o,U(Λo) . We denote them ∞ θ and ∞ 0 .
We call a hyperplane H of Λ o a mirror trace if it is the intersection of a mirror of Λ with Λ o and has hyperbolic signature. This amounts to requiring that the orthogonal complement H ⊥ of H in Λ is positive definite and contains the 6-vector z o and a 3-vector. According to Lemma A.9 the discriminant of H ⊥ then takes the values 6, 9, 15 or 18; we denote that number by d(H) and call it the d-invariant of H. A special role will be played by the mirror traces with d-invariant 6 or 9 as in these cases there exist 3-vectors r 1 , r 2 in H ⊥ such that r 1 + r 2 spans Λ We denote the collection of mirror traces by H o , and those with d-invariant in a subset S ⊂ {6, 9, 15, 18} by H o (S). So we get a hypersurface ∆ :
that is finite and birational onto a hypersurface of L * U(Λ) (it need not be injective though) so that L * o,U(Λo) can be identified with the normalization of this hyper-
Let f : X → P be rational elliptic surface with reduced discriminant. We have an associated C 6 -covering C → P together with an equivariant morphism C → E o . We say that a Λ-marking Φ :
to the orthogonal complement of Λ o . Rational elliptic surfaces with adapted markings define analytic coversM and ED|M of M and E D |M respectively, the latter with Galois group U(Λ o ), the former with Galois group U(Λ o ) modulo its scalars. The period map induces an equivariant morphism E D |M → L o . It follows from the preceding that this morphism is injective; in fact from Lemma 2.1, Theorem 7.8 and Theorem 8.2 we get: Theorem 9.2. The period mapping induces an isomorphism of arrows:
). According to 3.4, the boundary of M in M * consists of four irreducible hypersurfaces of M * : M * (I 2 ), M * (II), M * (I 9 ) and M * (I * 4,4 ), whereas the irreducible components of ∆ are ∆(18), ∆(15), ∆(9), ∆(6). The period isomorphism 9.2 must set up a bijection between these two sets. Something similar should hold for the strata M * (I 6 ) and M(I * 0 ) lying over the two cusps ∞ 0 and ∞ θ of B * U(Λ) . We complete the picture by determining which goes to which. (6) respectively. Moreover, the singletons M * (I 6 ) and M(I * 0 ) are mapped to {∞ θ } and {∞ 0 } respectively. Before we begin the proof, we note that this theorem is equivalent to the corresponding statements for
Theorem 9.3. The period isomorphism maps the irreducible components
We will prove the theorem in this form.
Let (J : P → P 1 , D) represent a closed point of M K and let C → P be the corresponding µ 6 -covering. Consider a deformation of (J : P → P 1 , D) over a smooth curve germ (D, o) with smooth generic fiber. After a finite base change this is covered by a smoothing of C:
where the first morphism is the quotient by an µ 6 -action and the second is of degree 12. We observed in 3.2 that there is a natural µ 6 -equivariant morphism C → E o . In a situation like this there is a standard procedure for comparing the cohomology of the special fiber and the general fiber: the pull-back of C → D over the universal coverD × of D × := D − {o}, CD × →D × , is homologically trivial and after a choice of an adapted Λ-marking we get an isomorphism of O-modules
This gives rise to a period morphismD × → B o . The inclusion C ⊂ C is a homological isomorphism, and hence
Proof of 9.3. Consider the case when the closed fiber represents a general point of
The image of such a point in D * is a semistable orbit of a degree 12 divisor on P 1 of type (2, 1 10 ), (2, 1 10 ), (3, 1 9 ), (2 2 , 1 8 ) respectively. So its image under the period isomorphism is going to be perpendicular to a (primitive) sublattice L of Λ of type Λ 1 , Λ 1 , Λ 2 , Λ 1 × Λ 1 respectively. In the last two cases, the central component of P c is in J −1 (∞) and so the morphism
will be zero. This implies that in these cases L contains z o . This shows that in terms of the notation of Lemma A.9 L is of type δ 6 in in the M K (I 9 )-case and of type δ 9 and in the M K (I * 4,4 )-case. So we then find a point of ∆(6) and ∆(9) respectively.
We now show that for I 2 we cannot end up with a point of ∆(15). Since we have a period isomorphism, it then will follow that we must get a point of ∆ (18) and that in the remaining case II we get a point of ∆ (15) . We note that in the
It follows that L + Oz 0 is of type δ 18 . A priori this lattice might be imprimitive, but it certainly does not contain a lattice of type δ 15 .
We know that both M K (I 6 ) and M K (I * 0 ) map to d ∞ ∈ D * . So they will map to distinct cusps of B * o,U(Λo) . Hence is enough to show that M K (I 6 ) maps to ∞ θ :
then M K (I * 0 ) must necessarily map to the other cusp ∞ 0 . A similar argument as used for
is a primitive isotropic line whose image in B * o is the cusp in question. A primitive isotropic line of type (0) is not perpendicular to a lattice of type Λ 5 , whereas one of type (θ) is. So M K (I 6 ) maps to a cusp of type θ.
From Corollary 2.6 we deduce a description of the Miranda compactification in terms of automorphic forms: This means that the hypersurface ∆(6) ∪ ∆(9) in B o,U(Λo) can never be the zero set of an automorphic form, since the inverse of such a form would produce an element of the above algebra of negative degree. This is in contrast with ∆ itself (see [2] ).
Remark 9.5. An intersection of mirror traces in B o of d-invariant 6 or 9 is by definition the orthogonal complement of a positive definite sublattice L ⊂ Λ spanned by z o and 3-vectors of d-invariant 6 or 9. According to Proposition A.11 there are, apart from the mirror traces themselves, three types: (6, 9), (9, 9) and (6, 9, 9), in which cases L is spanned by z o and 3-vectors of the indicated d-invariant. It also follows from Proposition A.11 that each of these three types represents a single U(Λ o )-orbit. So these define irreducible subvarieties ∆(6, 9), ∆(9, 9), and ∆(6, 9, 9) of B * o,U(Λo) of codimension 2, 2 and 3 respectively. Using Corollary 3.4 one identifies these subvarieties in M * as M * (I Although this section is mostly of a descriptive nature, it may help to put our results into perspective: we outline an extension of the Baily-Borel theory which produces the compactifications obtained here in an algebro-geometrical setting in a canonical fashion. This is closely related to the construction described in [21] .
10.1. Modifications defined by arrangements. Suppose we are given a complex manifold X of dimension n and a collection H of smooth hypersurfaces of X that is locally finite on X and is arrangementlike, in the sense that at each point of X there exist local analytic coordinates such that each H ∈ H passing through that point is given by a linear equation. Denote by D = ∪ H∈H H their union. There is a simple and straightforward way to find a modificationX → X of X such that strict transforms of the members of H get separated: if D (k) denotes the union of the codimension k intersections of members of the H, then first blow up D (n) , then the strict transform of D (n−1) , and so on, finishing with blowing up a strict transform of D (2) :
If we denote the strict transform of H inX k byH k , then the collection {H k } H∈H is also arrangementlike and has no intersections of codimension > k. In particular, the {H 1 } H∈H are disjoint. It is clear that the blowup is an isomorphism over Ω := X − D.
Lemma 10.1. The morphismX → X is obtained by blowing up the fractional ideal H∈H O X (H).
Proof. Let k be the maximal integer for which A case of interest is when X is the projective space P(V ) of a complex vector space V . If H ∈ H is given by the linear form φ H on V , then the blowup above is simply obtained as follows: consider the morphism
and take the closure of its graph in P(V ) × P(C H ). Assume now that in this situation the collection H is nonempty and that the H ∈ H have no point in common (in other words, H contains a set of coordinate hyperplanes). Then the projection ofP(V ) → P(C H ) is birational onto its image. That image can be regarded as a projective completion of the hyperplane complement Ω and we therefore denote it byΩ. (In case V = C n+1 and H consists of the set of coordinate hyperplanes, then the resulting birational map P n P n is the natural n-dimensional generalization of the standard Cremona transformation.) The varietyΩ comes with a natural stratification {Ω(W )} W into smooth subvarieties. Here the index set runs over all linear subspaces W ⊂ V with the property that P(W ) is an intersection of members of H. To be precise: Ω(W ) is the image of Ω under the projection Ω → P(V /W ). So it is in fact the hyperplane complement in P(V /W ) defined by the collection of H ∈ H that pass through P(W ).
The varietyΩ defined in the above example always exists as a locally compact Hausdorff space. If X is projective, then conditions can be specified under whicĥ Ω will exist as a projective variety. Let us explain briefly how.
The connected components of the indecomposables of the Boolean algebra generated by the members of H define a stratification of X. This stratification is analytically locally trivial. In a similar fashion, the collection of irreducible components of the preimages of the members of H determine a stratification ofX. The preimage of a stratum of X is a union of strata ofX → X and it is easy to see that this preimage is trivial over the given stratum as a stratified variety. We consider now a somewhat coarser partition ofX whose members are indexed by the irreducible components of intersections of members of H, in which we include the empty set as index (this will no longer be a stratification in general: the closure of a member need not be union of parts): if S is an irreducible component of some D (k) with k ≥ 1, then let P S be the closure of the preimage of S − (S ∩ D (k+1) ) inX minus the points that lie in the closure of the preimage of D − D (k) and P ∅ will be the preimage of Ω. So the open member of this partition can be identified with Ω, and the closed members of this partition are the strict transforms of the members of H. For S = ∅, the morphism P S → S is trivial: P S is then canonically a product S × Ω(S), where Ω(S) is the complement of a hyperplane configuration in a projective space. This structure defines an equivalence relation onX: declare two points ofX to be equivalent if they are in the same member P S of the partition and have the same image in Ω(S) (when S = ∅, read this as: have the same image in Ω). This equivalence relation is closed and the quotient spaceΩ is locally compact Hausdorff. If X is projective, and we seek to put a projective structure onΩ, then the above example suggests we look for a line bundle L on X with the property that the restriction of L to H is isomorphic to the normal bundle of H. Its pull-back toX will then be trivial on the equivalence classes and so we would like that H∈H L(−H) is generated by its sections and that these sections separate the equivalence classes onX. In fact, it would be enough to know that L restricted to H is isomorphic to a positive power n H of the normal bundle of H and then we would ask the corresponding property for H∈H L(−n H H).
10.2.
Intermediate modification of a cusp. We will look at an analogue of this situation in the case where X is a locally symmetric variety (a quotient of a a bounded symmetric domain by an arithmetic automorphism group) and the hypersurfaces H are totally geodesic. We then also wish to understand what happens if we take the closure D * of D in the Baily-Borel compactification X ⊂ X * and how the blowup over X extends across that compactification. The irreducible bounded symmetric domains admitting totally geodesic complex hypersurfaces are the domains of type IV (associated to a real orthogonal group of type SO(2, n)) and the complex balls. Only the complex balls are relevant here, and as they are easier to deal with than the type IV domains, we concentrate on them. So let us take up the situation of Section 6. It is known [5] that Γ has a neat subgroup of finite index (this means that this subgroup has the property that the subgroup of C × generated by the eigen values of its elements has no torsion). For the purposes of this discussion, there is no loss in generality when passing to such a subgroup and therefore we assume that Γ is neat from the start.
Let us now agree on a bit of notation. If W ⊂ V is a degenerate positive subspace defined over K with radical I, then B is disjoint with P(W ) and so the projection P(V ) − P(W ) → P(V /W ) is defined on B. We denote the image by B(W ) and the projection π W : B → B(W ). It is easy to see that B(W ) = P(V /W ) − P(I ⊥ /W ). So this is an affine space over I ⊥ /W . There is an evident factorization
The second projection is one of affine spaces. Let us explicate π I .
Suppose v = (z 0 , z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z n ) are K-coordinates for V such that I ⊥ is defined by z 0 = 0 and ψ assumes the form
The intersection of the affine hyperplane defined by z 0 = ψ(z, e n ) = 1 with L projects isomorphically onto B. This intersection is given by ℜ(−z n ) > z ′ 2 , where z ′ = (z 1 , . . . , z n−1 ). In terms of these coordinates the projection π I is simply (z ′ , z n ) → z ′ , and hence a fibration into left half planes, indeed. The topology near the cusp defined by I is easily described in these terms also: a neighborhood basis of this cusp intersected with B is the family of shifted fibrations defined by ℜ(−z n ) > z ′ 2 + a with a a positive constant. The boundary of such subset, in other words a fiber of the function ℜ(z n ) + z ′ 2 , is an orbit of the unipotent radical of the U(V )-stabilizer of I. This unipotent radical is a Heisenberg group and is described in A.7. Since Γ is neat, the Γ-stabilizer of I, Γ I , is contained in this Heisenberg group and is in fact a cocompact subgroup of it. So the center of Γ I is infinite cyclic and acts faithfully by purely imaginary translations in the fibers of π I , whereas the quotient of Γ I by its center acts faithfully on the affine space B(I) as a lattice of maximal rank. Hence
is a punctured disc bundle whose base is a principal homogeneous space for the complex torus Γ I \I ⊥ /I. The associated disc bundle can be understood as the Γ Iorbit space of B⊔B(I) endowed with a suitable topology with the bundle projection given by the obvious retraction
The associated line bundle over Γ I \B(I) has a Riemann form which is the negative of the form ψ induced on the translation space I ⊥ /I. This implies that the dual of this line bundle is ample. So Γ I \B(I) can be contracted analytically in Γ I \(B ⊔ B(I)). The result of this contraction is that we added a singleton to Γ I \B. This is the local model of the Baily-Borel compactification near the cusp attached to I (the added point is that cusp). The contraction mapping itself is the local model of a well-known (orbifold) resolution of the Baily-Borel compactification, one that apparently has the zero section Γ I \B(I) as exceptional divisor.
Any K-linear subspace W ⊂ I ⊥ which contains I defines an intermediate contraction and hence an intermediate modication of the cusp as follows. The image of W in I ⊥ /I defines a subtorus of Γ I \I ⊥ /I. This subtorus gives rise to a torus fibration:
That fibration is the restriction of a contraction
which leaves Γ I \B unaltered. It can be performed in the analytic category for the same reason as for the full contraction. So W = I ⊥ gives the Baily-Borel model and W = I the natural resolution. We still have a natural retraction
and this retraction is locally analytically trivial.
10.3.
Compactifications of arrangement type. Now let us return to the more specific situation of 6.2 (we continue to assume that Γ is neat). For every H ∈ H, B(H) is totally geodesic subball of B and the collection of these is locally finite on B. So In this case we have a contraction of the exceptional locus that gives the Miranda compactification of the U(Λ o )-orbit space of Ω : (H o (6, 9) ). The strata Ω(W ) of the extensionΩ for which W has hyperbolic signature are listed in Proposition A.11. Using the obvious notation, we find the following cases:
(0) For a hyperplane W of d-invariant 6 resp. 9, Ω(W ) is a singleton. This corresponds in M M to the single isomorphism class of a rational elliptic surface with a I 9 -fiber, resp. a I * 4 -fiber.
(1) For a codimension two intersection W of d-invariant (6, 9) resp. (9, 9) we get a one-dimensional stratum Ω(W ) parametrizing rational elliptic surfaces of type
(2) For a codimension three intersection W of d-invariant (6, 9, 9) we get a twodimensional stratum Ω(W ) parametrizing rational elliptic surfaces with a I 7 -fiber.
The maximal strata come from the cases when W is positive degenerate: if we take for W the intersection of all members of H o (6, 9) containing an isotropic line of type (θ) resp. (0), then Ω(W ) is of dimension 3 resp. 1 and parametrizes rational elliptic surfaces with an I 6 -fiber resp. I * 0 -fiber.
Appendix A. Unitary lattices over the Eisenstein ring
In this appendix we collect and prove some properties concerning the lattice Λ. We advise the reader first to browse through the text and then to consult it when the need arises.
The lattice Λ is among the lattices considered by Allcock in [2] . Let us begin with an observation implicit in his paper. Suppose L is a Z-lattice equipped with an even symmetric bilinear form ( · ) : L × L → Z and an orthogonal automorphism τ of order 6 that has only primitive 6th roots of unity as eigen values (in other words, τ satisfies τ 2 − τ + 1 = 0). Then L becomes in an obvious manner a torsion free O-module. Since O is a principal ideal domain, this module will be free also. We shall call the order 3 automorphism −τ a triality of L (for this notion naturally extends Cartan's use of that term-see below). A skew-hermitian O-valued form φ on L is then defined by
we see that φ(x, x) = A remarkable fact is that orthogonal reflections in L (relative to ( · )) determine certain unitary reflections relative to ψ: recall or note that any vector r ∈ L with (r · r) = 2 (a 'root') defines an orthogonal Z-linear reflection in L that sends r to −r; likewise, the O-linear transformation
is the identity on the ψ-orthogonal complement of r and since φ(r, r) = θ, it is immediate that s r multiplies r by the third root of unity −ω. So s r is a unitary reflection in L of order 3, which is why such a transformation is called a triflection.
Note that the triflections generate a normal subgroup G(L) of the unitary group U(L) of L. Conversely, every finitely generated torsion free O-module L equipped with a θO-valued Hermitian form ψ (or equivalently, a O-valued skew-hermitian form φ) so arises, reason for us to call such data an O-lattice.
is bijective precisely when the underlying even symmetric bilinear form ( · ) is unimodular.
Let us call x ∈ L an n-vector if ψ(x, x) = n (so then 3 divides n). If a positive definite O-lattice L is spanned by its 3-vectors, then the underlying even integral lattice decomposes canonically into an orthogonal sum of root lattices of type A k , D k or E k . This decomposition is unique and hence respected by τ . Since τ cannot interchange summands (otherwise it would have eigen values of order 2 or 3), this decomposition is in fact one of O-lattices. So the indecomposable cases must be of type A even , D even≥4 , E 6 and E 8 . On the other hand, it is easy to see that a triality cannot exist inside the Weyl groups W (A k ) or W (B k ) for k even and at least 4. So the possible indecomposable Z-lattices with a triality are of type A 2 , D 4 , E 6 and E 8 . For example, a type D 4 root lattice admits a triality in W (F 4 ) (which is in fact the automorphism group of the underlying Z-lattice). By inspecting Carter's description of conjugacy classes in exceptional Weyl groups [7] we find that for a root lattice of type A 2 , D 4 , E 6 and E 8 a triality exists and is unique up to conjugacy. They can be gotten in a uniform manner as follows: let Λ k be the O-lattice with basis r 1 , . . . , r k , such that each r i is a 3-vector, ψ(r i , r i+1 ) = θ for i = 1, . . . k−1 and ψ(r i , r j ) = 0 when j > i + 1. So Λ 10 is the O-lattice encountered in Section 4. One may verify that Λ k is positive definite iff k = 1, 2, 3, 4 and that in these cases the underlying root lattice are of type A 2 , D 4 , E 6 , E 8 respectively. (For k = 2, we get the classical triality on D 4 .) By means of Coxeter [9] we identify G(Λ k ) in Shephard and Todd's Table VII in [33] . The associated triflection group G(Λ k ) appears there with number 4) for k = 2, 25) for k = 3 and 32) for k = 4. (The group G(Λ 3 ) is the Hesse group of symmetries of the Hesse pencil λ( We shall further exploit this reduction to study 3-and 6-vectors in the Λ 4 -lattice. We begin with noting that it remembers the relative position of the µ 6 -orbits of two nonproportional 3-vectors r, r ′ : the fact that these two span a positive definite lattice of rank two implies that |ψ(r, r ′ )| < 3, and as ψ(r, r ′ ) is divisible by θ, we have either ψ(r, r ′ ) = 0 or ψ(r, r ′ ) ∈ µ 6 θ. This means that their images in Λ
4
F3 span an isotropic resp. nondegenerate rank two sublattice.
The description of the 6-vectors in terms of this reduction must be less straightforward, witness the fact that there are 80.27 6-vectors and 80 nonzero elements in Λ ′ . So the preimage of (v, v ′ ) in S is the µ 3 -orbit of the pair (r, r ′ ). Hence S has 80.27.3 elements. The image of the map (r, r ′ ) ∈ S → r + r ′ ∈ Λ 4 consists of 6-vectors, hence is the set of all 6-vectors, since it is U (Λ 4 )-invariant. As there are 80.27 6-vectors, we see that each 6-vector occurs precisely three times. If (r, r ′ ) ∈ S, then (ωr ′ , r + (1 − ω)r ′ ) and ((1 − ω)r, ωr + r ′ ) are two other elements of S with the same sum. So there are no more elements in S with that property. Hence the span of r and r ′ only depends on r + r ′ . All the assertions of the lemma now have been proved.
Allcock's result says that mod θ reduction gives a bijective correspondence between the µ 6 -orbits of 3-vectors and the lines ℓ ⊂ Λ 4 F3 . Lemma A.2 can be understood as asserting a similar relationship between the µ 6 -orbits of 6-vectors and the flags (ℓ, P ) in Λ 4 F3 , where ℓ is a line in a nondegenerate plane P . Since symplectic geometry over a finite field is a priori a lot simpler than unitary geometry over the Eisenstein ring, such an interpretation is helpful when determining the relative position of a 3-vector and 6-vector in Λ 4 . To see this, note that for a nondegenerate flag (ℓ, P ) in Λ 
By elementary symplectic geometry, each of these cases represents a single orbit under the symplectic group. Let us see what this tells us about the relative position of a 3-vector r and a 6-vector z. From the preceding it follows that the unitary group of Λ 4 has precisely five orbits in the set of pairs of µ 6 -orbits (µ 6 .r, µ 6 .z). We give in each of the five cases above a representative example with z = r 1 + r 2 (so that L z = Or 1 + Or 2 and hence P is the image of
, (e) r = r 4 (so ψ(r, z) = 0). The case (a) is somewhat special: then r and z are perpendicular and span an imprimitive sublattice. We also see that the orthogonal complement of z in L z is spanned by r. So any 3-vector with the same mod θ-reduction as z lies in L z and spans with z a subgroup of finite index in L z . Proof. Let r ′ be a 3-vector in Λ 4 with ψ(r ′ , z) = 0. It follows from the preceding that r ′ is U(Λ 4 ) z -equivalent to ω i r, with i ∈ Z/6 and r a vector mentioned in one of the cases (b), (c), (d). In these cases the exponent i ∈ Z/6 is determined by the inner product of r ′ with z. The last part of the corollary is straightforward.
In case (d), we have that z − r is a 3-vector perpendicular to r. We shall need to know in how many ways z can be written as a sum of two perpendicular 3-vectors. Proof. We begin with noting that a line ℓ ′ in Λ 4 F3 has property (d) if and only if it is the graph ℓ f of a nonzero homomorphism f : ℓ → P ⊥ . It is clear that there are 8 such lines. They come in 4 pairs: we have ℓ ⊂ ℓ f + ℓ f ′ if and only if f + f ′ = 0. In that case ℓ f + ℓ f ′ is isotropic and so ℓ f , ℓ f ′ correspond to µ 6 -orbits of 3-vectors that are perpendicular. There are unique 3-vectors r f , r f ′ in these orbits with sum z. Let r be a 3-vector with the same mod θ-reduction as z. Since ℓ − ℓ f is isotropic, r is also orthogonal to r f . We noted that r spans the orthogonal complement of z in L z , and so the second assertion of the corollary follows.
The following is proved in a similar fashion as A.3. The proof is in fact easier and so we omit it. Similarly, each 6-vector in Λ is perpendicular to a primitive null vector. The group U(Λ) acts transitively on the set of 6-vectors, but has two orbits in the set of pairs (z, n) with z a 6-vector and n a primitive 0-vector perpendicular to z. These two orbits are represented by (r A.7. Before we begin the proof it is useful to make a few general observations. Let V be a finite dimensional complex vector space equipped with a skew-hermitian form φ. Let also be given a nonzero isotropic vector e ∈ V . For every v ∈ V with φ(v, e) = 0 we define the transformation T e,v in V by T e,v (x) = x + φ(x, e)v + φ(x, v)e + 1 2 ψ(v, v)ψ(x, e)e One checks that T e,v is unitary and fixes e. Its action in e ⊥ is simply given by x ∈ e ⊥ → x + φ(x, v)e. Notice that T e,v only depends on the image of v in e ⊥ /R √ −1e. We have T e,u T e,v = T e,u+v+ Proof of A.6. We only prove the statements involving a 6-vector, the proof of the one about a 3-vector is similar and easier. We begin with the last clause. Let (z, n) be as in the proposition. By Allcock's result, a unitary transformation will map this into a pair with second component e and so we may assume that n = e. Then z can be written x ′ + x ′′ + λe with x ′ ∈ Λ ′ , x ′′ ∈ Λ ′′ and λ ∈ O. We must have ψ(x ′ , x ′ ) + ψ(x ′′ , x ′′ ) = 6. Since the two terms must be nonnegative multiples of three they are (6, 0), (3, 3) or (0, 6). The stabilizer of e contains the interchange of Λ ′ and Λ ′′ as well as the unitary group of each of these summands. So we can eliminate the last case and by A.1 assume that (x ′ , x ′′ ) = (r . In either case, there exists a 6-vector v ∈ Λ ′ with ψ(z, v) = θ and so by the discussion (A.7) there exists a unitary transformation fixing e that sends z to x ′ + x ′′ . The last assertion follows. We next show that any 6-vector z is perpendicular to a primitive null vector. The orthogonal complement Λ z of z is a free O-module of signature (8, 1) . So its complexification C ⊗ O Λ z = R ⊗ Z Λ z represents zero.
Its real dimension is ≥ 5 and a theorem of Meyer [31] then implies that Λ z also represents zero. In other words, there exists a null vector perpendicular to z.
It remains to see that r In order to classify the 3-vectors in Λ relative to z o , we first consider the abstract O-lattices spanned by a 3-vector and a 6-vector.
Lemma A.9. Let L be a positive definite O-lattice of rank two spanned by a 6-vector z and 3-vectors. Then we are in one of the following four cases: L has a basis (e 1 , e 2 ) such that (δ 6 ) z = e 1 + e 2 and ψ has the matrix
so that L has discriminant 6 or (δ 9 ) z = e 1 + e 2 and ψ has the matrix ( 3 0 0 3 ) so that L has discriminant 9 or (δ 15 ) z = e 1 and ψ has the matrix 6 θ θ 3 so that L has discriminant 15 or (δ 18 ) z = e 1 and ψ has the matrix ( 6 0 0 3 ) so that L has discriminant 18. Moreover, is M ⊃ L a rank two O-lattice that strictly contains L, then we are in case δ 18 and M is isomorphic to the lattice of case δ 6 .
Proof. Suppose first L spanned by the 6-vector z and a 3-vector r. We have ψ(z, r) = θu for some u ∈ O. Since L is positive definite, we must have |u| 2 ≤ 6. Since u ∈ O, this implies that up to a unit u equals 0, 1, 2 or θ. By multiplying r with a unit we may assume that u acually equals one of these values. For u = 0 we get case δ 18 , and for u = 1 we get case δ 15 . For u = 2 we get case δ 9 by taking (e 1 , e 2 ) = (z, ω −2 r + ω −1 z) and for u = 3 we get case δ 6 by taking (e 1 , e 2 ) = (z − r, r).
For the last part of the lemma, we observe that for an overlattice M ⊃ L we must have that the quotient of the discriminant of M by the discriminant of L must be the norm of an element of O. Since the discriminant of M is also divisible by 3, this implies that L is of type δ 9 or δ 18 . The case δ 9 has as underlying integral lattice a root lattice of type A 1 ⊥ A 1 . This admits no even overlattice and hence cannot occur. There remains the case that L is of type δ 18 with M of discriminant 6. It is then not hard to see that M is as asserted.
If r ∈ Λ is a 3-vector, which together with z o spans a primitive positive definite sublattice of Λ, then according to Lemma A.9, the discriminant of this sublattice can take 4 values : 6, 9, 15 or 18. We call this value the d-invariant of r. Proposition A.6 shows that the primitive isotropic lines I ⊂ Λ o come in two types (types (0) and (θ)) and that each type is represented by a single U(Λ o )-orbit.
Proposition A.10. Let I ⊂ Λ o be a primitive isotropic line and denote by I(6) resp. I(9) the span of I and the 3-vectors r ∈ I ⊥ with d-invariant 6 resp. 9. Then:
